
Would you rather work
on your deck or live on it?

Your deck is your sanctuary. Your place of
escape where work, stress and rush-hour traffic
simply don’t exist. Of course, your deck can only
be this magical place as long as it keeps its good
looks. Wood’s natural decay can turn that place of
retreat into a virtual “to do” list before you know it.
That’s where a TimberTech deck comes in.
TimberTech is a revolutionary alternative to wood
that doesn’t rot, warp or splinter like wood. Which
means you’ll spend time on your deck doing the
things you want to
do. Not the things
you have to do.

TimberTech
looks great longer.

TimberTech keeps looking great through
years of use and exposure to the elements. That’s
because it’s made through a unique process that

turns polymers
and recycled
wood into a
strong, moisture-
resistant decking
you’ll never have
to seal, stain or
paint.

More of
everything you
want a deck for.

Since a TimberTech
deck requires less of your
time for maintenance, it
gives you more time for
everything else. Create
a romantic outdoor
dinner setting. Have the

neighbors over. Or just teach your kids the perfect
doggie paddle. TimberTech’s excellent water
and slip resistance makes it safe for pools, hot
tubs and rainy days. But moisture isn’t the only
thing your TimberTech deck can resist. Splinters
and termites won’t be found here either.

What’s more, a TimberTech Tongue-And-
Groove deck gives the fastener-free feel of indoor
flooring outdoors. No nails or screws stick out of
the surface, making a TimberTech deck safer and
more attractive than decks made with wood or
other engineered
decking products.
That means with
TimberTech, you
can turn your
backyard into
another spacious,
safe and wonderful
part of your home.

To ensure proper installation of
TimberTech products, visit www.timbertech.com

or call us at 1-800-307-7780
for complete installation instructions.

TimberTech Limited
894 Prairie Avenue
Wilmington, OH 45177
1-800-307-7780
www.timbertech.com

TimberTech is available nationally through
a network of lumberyards and
building products distributors:
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Product Choices Color Selection

Ornamental Railing System*
• Attractive “bread loaf” top rail styling
• Available in 6’ and 8’ kits
• Precut baluster kits available
• Complete with post covers and post caps
• Available in TimberTech Redwood,

Grey, Cedar and Natural

Traditional Railing System*
• Flat top rail design, spans 6’
• Textured finish allows for staining
• Available in TimberTech Natural

Accessories and Trim
• 10” and 12” Fascia Board and End Cap for all decks
• Starter Strip for Tongue-and-Groove decks

Tongue-and-Groove Plank
• Exclusively patented design provides fastener free

surface giving the feel of indoor flooring outdoors
• Brushed surface provides the look of wood
• Available in 12’, 16’ and 20’ lengths

5/4 Plank
• Installs like traditional wood planks
• Brushed surface provides the look of wood
• Highest quality material in the industry
• Will not sag like other alternative decking
• Quality at a great value
• Available in 12’, 16’ and 20’ lengths

2 x 6 Plank
• Installs like traditional wood planks
• Brushed surface provides the look of wood
• Engineered for maximum strength to

weight efficiency
• Available in 12’, 16’ and 20’ lengths

Introducing
Spring 2003

TimberTech Wood-Composite Deck Cleaner
Specially formulated for wood-composite decks, TimberTech
Wood-Composite Deck Cleaner will maintain and
enhance the appearance of TimberTech decks.
• Removes general soiling stains
• Restores beauty of wood-composite
• Helps protect against mold and mildew

Tongue-and-
Groove

2 x 6 Plank

5/4 Plank

Compare TimberTech
colors to the competition.
TimberTech’s exciting
array of colors will…

Provide Consistent Color

How: TimberTech utilizes precise color
measurement systems to ensure tight
color tolerances are maintained to
minimize color variation.

Your TimberTech deck will provide a
consistently beautiful colored surface
with no color patches within each board,
from board to board and lot to lot.

Fade Less

How: Ultraviolet protection additives reduce
the harmful fading effects of the sun.

With UV inhibitors and a brushed
surface, fading will be minimized
between your new and weathered
TimberTech deck.

Remain Comfortable

How: TimberTech uses highly
reflective, inorganic color pigments
to minimize the absorption of the
sun’s energy.

Even in the mid-day sun, your
TimberTech deck will minimize heat
build-up providing a comfortable
deck surface as to comparable
wood-composite colors.

Weathering will occur. Actual results
will vary by installation.

Redwood

Grey

Cedar

A great way to
complete any

TimberTech deck

TimberTech
Cedar

TimberTech
Grey

TimberTech
Redwood

* Meets building code
requirements from
independent testing
(see building codes in
your area for specific
requirements)

Builders, Contractors and Remodelers taking
part in Builder magazine Brand Use Study voted
TimberTech #1 in Quality in the
Composite Decking category.

TimberTech is proud of it’s #1
ranking and unparalleled product
quality.


